
Languages as categories 

Using prototype theory to create 
reference points for the study of 

multilingual data 



1. Apparent contradictions 

2. Prototype theory of categories 

3. Languages as categories 

4. Populating the model 



CONFLICTING OBSERVATIONS 

fluid and creative language use conservative ideologies 

intense mixing and switching functional mixing and switching 

large repertoires identifiable languages 

variation consensus 

PROTOTYPE THEORY 



PROTOTYPE THEORY 

theory of categories Sldeveloped by Eleanor Rosch and colleagues  
 

rejects binary approach based necessary and sufficient conditions 
 
allows for a recognition of a ‘prototypical’ exemplars as well more marginal 
members of a category based on feature  clusters 
 
allows for gradation of features defining a category, as well as the members of 
the category 



    
         BIRD 
 
 
 

 BINARY CATEGORIES 
 
 BIRD 

  not bird 



CONDITION COUNTER EXAMPLE 

flies penguin, ostrich 

has wings kiwi bird, injured bird 

has feathers supermarket chicken 

lays eggs duck billed platypus 

NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
  BIRD 



supermarket chicken 

ostrich 

penguin 

kiwi bird 

pigeon 

robin 

duck billed platypus 

  PROTOTYPE THEORY 
                 BIRD 



    
  LANGUAGE  X            
 
 
 

 BINARY CATEGORIES 
           LANGUAGE X 

  not LANGUAGE X 



language x not language x maybe language x? 

LANGUAGES AS  CATEGORIES 



language x  
 
established, 
entrenched 
consensus within  
population 
 
 

not language x 
 
unacceptable/unknown 
to any speaker 
 
 

maybe language x? 
 
variation, marginal, 
innovation, 
borrowing etc. 

LANGUAGES AS  CATEGORIES 



LANGUAGE AS A CATEGORY 



KUJIRERAY AS A CATEGORY 
                

word initial k word final h/x word initial g 



Kujireray  Banjal  Gubëeher  

LANGUAGE CATEGORIES 
           THE IDEOLOGY 



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  

LANGUAGE CATEGORIES 
           THE REALITY 



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  

opportunities for accommodation/ 
variation 
  



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  

sites of contact/relatedness? 



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  

initial  g 

initial  k 
 



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  

final h  
 

final x  
 



LEXICAL DATA 



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  

some noun 
 classes 

loans height harmony 

body parts 
numbers 
noun classes 
 



Kujireray  

Banjal  

Gubëeher
  



correspondence number percentage of total 

Kujireray-Banjal 248 52.32 

Kujireray-Gubeeher 51 10.76 

Gubeeher-Banjal 12 2.53 

Kujireray-Banjal-Gubeeher 94 19.83 

none 69 14.56 

total 474 100 

LEXICAL CORRESPONDENCES 


